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Getting Started 
 
Dashboard Overview 
 
 

Set Up Your Network 
 
Branding your dashboard  
 
By default we deliver your dashboard without any branding. So let’s go ahead and add your                
network/company name, logos and other branding details on your dashboard so everyone can             
identify that it yours. Since, OffersHub is sold as a white label publisher/affiliate tracking              
solution. We provide you with the adaptability to alter/modify the interface in ways that mirror the                
style of your brand/network. You can even include your own logo, change colours and even use                
your own domain + SSL certificates for the application and tracking servers through this option. 
 
Login to your dashboard and visit: Settings > System Preferences > Branding 
 
There you will see a bunch of options to setup your network details and upload logos and icons. 
Fill all the details in correct manner and save. 
 

 
Setup Initial configurations 
Your default timezone and currency will be used to generate reports. It is required to setup 
default currency and timezone for your network before you get started. 
 

Setup System Timezone 
You can change the system timezone by going to Settings > System Preferences > Platform 
Settings > Default Timezone. 
 
This is a very useful setting when it comes to looking at conversion and stat reports to check 
when clicks and conversions came in. The Data Audit Logs also use these values to determine 
when a setting is changed. 
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Setup Default Currency 
You can change the default currency by going to Settings > System Preferences > Currencies 
and Rates > You can click on “Make Default” button to make the relevant currency the default 
currency. Also OffersHub even supports adding currency types as well as cryptocurrencies. 
 

Add Team Members 
 

● Add team members if needed, employees 
To manage your team members/ employees you can log in to your 
network, where you can view and manage all network employee/ team 
members accounts that have been created. 
 
Settings > Manage Employees (Here, you can view and manage all 
network employee accounts that have been created.) 
 
Once you are in the “Manage Employees” page you can click on “Create 
Employee” to create a new employee/ team member. You can fill in their 
user information as well as provide them with permissions as listed below 
in the screenshot. 
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● Learn about tasks 
This will be displayed on the top right corner, right next to notifications icon. 
Here you will be able to see all the pending tasks at a glance, just one click away 
including the number of tasks right next to the name of the task. 

Task Notifications 

○ Pending Affiliates 
○ Pending Advertisers 
○ Pending Affiliate Pixels 
○ Offer Applications 
○ Postback Applications 
○ Pending Creatives 

 
● Learn about notifications 

When dealing with an enormous group of affiliates, advertisers and employees, it 
can frequently be difficult to monitor all the activities in your platform. To help with 
the occasionally overpowering amount of data in your platform, we provide you 
with a notification system that automatically informs/ notifies you, your publishers, 
advertisers and other employees of relevant activities when it happens. 

Some Notification Types 

❏ New Publisher/ Advertiser Signup Alerts 
❏ Account Change Notification 
❏ Offer Application Awaiting Approval 
❏ Offer Status Change 
❏ Offer Expiration Approaching 
❏ Publisher/ Offer Conversion Caps 
❏ Publisher-Only Notifications 

❏ Invoice Paid 
❏ Approved for offer 
❏ The Payout of offer name has changed 
❏ Offer paused or schedule a change 

 
 

Move forward 
OffersHub is sold as a white label affiliate network management software. With us you 
have the flexibility to modify the interface as your wish, in ways that the style of your 
brand is reflected. You can add your logo, modify/change the colours and even use your 
own domain name for the software and the tracking servers. 
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● Add your own domains 
You can Add/Change your own domains for dashboard and tracking with 
OffersHub by going to, 

 
Settings > System Preferences > Domains 

Dashboard Domain 

This allows you to host your publisher/affiliate network on a custom domain as you 
please. Example : affiliates.sample.com 

 
Before you start setup, you need to create a CNAME record from the DNS manager 
of your domain host. Your CNAME record value is 
“YOUR-NETWORK-ID.offershub.com”. Replace “YOUR-NETWORK-ID” with your 
OffersHub account id. 

 

Tracking Domain 

This allows you to host your offer tracking links on a custom domain as you please.  
Example : tracking.sample.com 

 
Before you start setup, you need to create a CNAME record from the DNS manager 
of your domain host. Your CNAME record value is 
“YOUR-NETWORK-ID.offershub.com”. Replace “YOUR-NETWORK-ID” with your 
OffersHub account id. 
 

● Add email server configs (optional) 
Want to send all the notifications and emails from your own email server? No problem, 
we provide option to setup then. Go to Settings -> Preferences -> Email Settings. There 
you can configure your email server with OffersHub and test connection. 
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To use Gmail as your SMTP server, first, you need to turn on the “Access for less secure 
apps” setting within your Gmail account. This allows external systems (such as 
OffersHub) to interface with your account. To learn more and change this setting, go to 
google.com/settings/security/lesssecureapps. 

If you see a notice that 2-Step Verification turned on and can’t use this setting, you need 
to generate an app-specific password to integrate with OffersHub. Do so by going to 
security.google.com/settings/security/apppasswords. 

Once you do whichever step is relevant to your Gmail account, fill in the Email Domain 
fields with: 

➔ SMTP Server: Use Custom 
➔ SMTP Host: smtp.gmail.com 
➔ SMTP Port: 465 
➔ Encryption Protocol: SSL 
➔ SMTP Username: your full email address, including “@gmail.com” or 

“@yourdomain.com” 
➔ SMTP Password: your Gmail password, or the app-specific password if 

you generated one 

 
 
 

https://www.google.com/settings/security/lesssecureapps
https://security.google.com/settings/security/apppasswords
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Create Your First Offer and Start Tracking 
 

● Create advertiser account 
To create an advertiser in your system, go to Advertisers > Create Advertiser. On 
the page that appears,  
You can input all the necessary information to create an account for an 
advertiser. 
Now you can fill the security settings where you can enable the postback security 
key and whitelist the IPs if needed. 
As for the final step, assign an account manager for the advertiser and set the 
account status to “Active” 

● Create offer 
With OffersHub, you have multiple ways to create an offer. In this section, we will 
show you how to create an offer using your dashboard console. Behalf of that, 
you can also create offers using your Partner API, Advertiser API, import from a 
3rd party network using Offer Sync API or import offers from a file.  

 
Prerequisites 

 
1. An advertiser account  in your system for your offer’s advertiser. If you 

don’t have one yet, it’s time for now to create an advertiser account. 
2. The offer landing URL provided by your advertiser 

 

Once you’ve fulfilled all the prerequisites, navigate to “ Menu ‣ Offers ‣ Create 
Offer “ 
In this first section you can fill out the basic information of your offer and for more 
information you can click here to go to the offer/ campaign help section. 
 

● Create affiliate account or invite them to join your network. 
Admins and network employees can manually create affiliate accounts in your 
platform. In addition to being manually created, affiliates can also apply/ signup to 
your network through the signup form which is a hosted sign-up page provided by 
OffersHub. Potential affiliates can access your sign-up form at: 
http://accountID.offershub.com/register/affiliate 
Click here to learn more about how to create affiliate accounts step by step.  

 
● Sending your first click 

You can find the tracking URLS in the Tracking Codes tab once you select your 
offer in Manage Offers tab. 
The offer tracking url will be generated in Click Tracking url. You can select the 
Affiliate from the drop down menu to whom this offer is going to be assigned to 
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and the tracking link will be generated. You can add the additional parameters 
requested by your affiliate. 
 
 

● Recieving your first conversion 
You can get here by , 

1. Go to the offer you want to generate the postback tracking urls for 
2. Click on “Tracking Codes” 
3. Open “Advertiser Postback Tracking” tab 

You can select a goal for the certrain postback url if there are events. If not you can copy 
the given link but make sure to replace the Click ID with your advertisers parameter from 
their own platform. 
Example: Original URL - 

https://demo.go2oh.net/postback?clickid=CLICK_ID&event_id=0 
And say your advertiser is using the parameter “aff_test” to pass the click ID with 
you. Then the postback URL should look like this 
 

https://demo.go2oh.net/postback?clickid=aff_test&event_id=0 
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Change Logs 
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Contact Customer Support 
 
Email Support 
 
Chat Support 
 
Phone Support 
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Manage Offers/Campaigns 

Create an Offer/Campaign 
With OffersHub, you have multiple ways to create an offer. In this section, we will show you how                  
to create an offer using your dashboard console. Behalf of that, you can also create offers using                 
your Partner API, Advertiser API, import from a 3rd party network using Offer Sync API or                
import offers from a file.  
 
Prerequisites 
 

3. An advertiser account  in your system for your offer’s advertiser. If you 
don’t have one yet, it’s time for now to create an advertiser account. 

4. The offer landing URL provided by your advertiser 
 

Once you’ve fulfilled all the prerequisites, navigate to “ Menu ‣ Offers ‣ Create Offer “ 
In this first section you can fill out the basic information of your offer. 
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Offer Details 

Advertiser: Select the advertiser for your offer from the list of advertisers you have defined in 
your network. If you have not set up any advertisers yet, leave this blank. You can edit the offer 
later to set your advertiser. 

Name: Give a name to your Offer. Give your offer a clear name that your affiliates will 
understand. 

Description: Brief summary of the offer. Affiliates/advertisers viewing this offer will read the 
description to have an idea of what is being promoted. 

Preview URL: This URL should be provided to you by the offer’s advertiser. It’s the URL where 
affiliates can see the offer’s landing page. 

Image Preview (This field is optional): You can upload an image to set the image preview of the 
offer. The image format could be jpg, png or gif. Resolutions must not exceed 1500*1500 and 
max allowed size is 2mb. 

Offer Category: This is where you select the offer category to associate with this offer from the 
list of active categories provided to you on the platform. 

Expire Date : Here you can define the expiry date of the offer. 

Offer Access 

Offer Access allows you to set the restrictions to your offer if needed. 

 
Public: By default, offer would be public and all the affiliates would be able to access and send 
traffic to this offer. 
 
Required Approval: This option is for affiliates wherein they have to get the offer approved 
before pushing the traffic to the offer. 
 
Private: This option allows you to make an offer private that hides the offer from other affiliates 
and allows you to grant the access to selected affiliates. 
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Targeting 

The Targeting section contains 7 various options through which you can set the targets for your 
offer. 
 

 
 

● Geo Targeting: Manage your traffic by using “Include” for target and “Exclude” for 
non-target countries by selecting the button below Countries field. You can choose 
specific regions and  cities in particular country as well. 
Please note that: If you include/exclude some particular regions in a country, the other 
regions will be included/excluded automatically and vice versa. 

● Device & Platform Targeting: You can set targets for devices according to parameters: 
device type and platform/OS. 

● Browser Targeting: You can set targets for offers according to mobile browsers. 
● Network/ Carrier Targeting: You can set targets for offers according to connection types 

and mobile carries such as Mobile Network, Wifi, Cable/DSL etc. 
Please note that: The mobile carriers will only display once you have included/excluded 
countries in Geo targeting. 

● IP Targeting: You can set the IP targets by allowing or blocking specific IP formats. 
● Traffic Targeting: You can set the target for offers based on the allowed or denied traffic 

types. Traffic could be banner, social media, email etc. 
● Demographic Targeting: You can set the target based on gender and age. 
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Enforce Validation:  If this option is ‘Enabled’, the OffersHub server will validate the traffic under 
Geo, Carrier and IP targeting rules and only the valid clicks will be redirected to advertiser’s 
landing page. 

Postback Tracking Protocol & Advertiser URL 

The tracking protocol tells the ad server how to handle tracking a user’s click and conversion. 

 
By default it would be Server Postback (S2S), however you can change the protocol as per your 
need from the options provided in the drop down. 
 
The Advertiser Url will be the landing page url where the traffic is directed to. 

 
 
You can add the parameters requested by your Affiliate from the macro list, which you can find 
in “Show Macros”. 
 
Deep-linking is only for CPS type offers. For example, amazon want to give a 5% commission 
on each sale that affiliate makes. In order to make sales, affiliates may want to send user in to 
some product page directly instead of amazon home page. in that case deep linking helps to 
redirect user directly into that page. 
 

Revenue & Payout 

In this section, you will provide the details about the revenue type and payout type. 
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By default, OffersHub provides you four options to define your revenue type. 
Revenue per Conversion 
Revenue per Click 
Revenue per Sale 
Revenue per Conversion + Revenue per Sale 
 
Similarly, payout types are being defined. 
Payout per Conversion 
Payout per Click 
Payout per Sale 
Payout per Conversion + Payout per Sale 
 
You can enter the details of both as per decided with your affiliate. 
 
Goal/Events: By default, this option would be ‘Disabled’, however you can ‘Enable’ it if you want 
to set a goal for your offer. 
 

Offer Status 

You can set the status of the offer as per your requirements. By default the status would be 
Active. 

 
You can set the status to Paused or Pending. In Pending, approval will be required to make it 
Active. 
 
You can also mention brief notes about the offer in the field provided. 
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Advanced Options 

You can set the additional rules for the offer by setting up the options provided to you in 
Advance setting options. 
 

 
 

● Custom Currency: The default currency is United States Dollars (USD). Enable a custom 
currency option which will provide you a list of multiple currencies from which you can 
select as per your offer requirements. 

● Redirect/Backup Offer: Enabling this option, you will be able to redirect the traffic to 
another offer if the cap of this offer is being reached/offer is expired or paused. 

● Manual Approve Conversions: By default this option is Disabled. Enable this option to 
approve every conversion manually. Then by default, every conversion will be in pending 
status and will not be counted in billing until it is approved. 

● Multiple conversions: Enable multiple conversions to be recorded per user for only one 
active session. An active session is created each time the user clicks on the tracking 
link. 
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● Allow Dynamic Payouts: Allow the advertiser to pass payout and revenue with postback. 
If passed, Offer default revenue & payout will be replaced with advertiser passed value. 

● Offer Caps: You can set the limits for every offer with our Cap feature. First step is to 
“Enable” the Cap which will provide you the options to set limits to your offer. Once 
enabled, you will see 3 types of caps – Conversion, Payouts and Revenue. 

● Click Session Lifespan: We can set the duration to keep the session active for particular 
offer. 

● Manual Approval Ratio: You can set a percentage amount of conversions to be 
approved manually. 

● Tracking Domain: If multiple tracking domains available in the system, you can select 
which tracking domain will be used to generate this offer`s tracking URLs. If not selected, 
the system default will be selected. 

● Force Https: This will force redirect the traffic to https tracking link. 
● Smart Groups: You can select a smart group which will add this offer into specific smart 

links. 

Tracking URLS 

Once you have created an Offer, you can find them in the Manage Offer tab. 

 
Here you will see all the details entered while creating an offer. You have the option to reset the 
targeting rules, creatives, allow/deny affiliates etc. 
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You can find the tracking URLS in the Tracking Codes tab. 

 
The offer tracking url will be generated in Click Tracking url. You can select the Affiliate from the 
drop down menu to whom this offer is going to be assigned to and the tracking link will be 
generated. You can add the additional parameters requested by your affiliate. 
 
You will find the Advertiser Postback Tracking link in the tab next to Click Tracking url. 
 

Testing a Postback with Transaction/ Click ID 
Before launching any offer, it's better to check whether it guides the information properly 
between your affiliate and advertiser.  Checking the postback manually could be a tedious task 
but following the below steps will guide you to triggering a click and confirming the postback 
success, successfully. 
 
1. Getting the links prepared: 

You will need both, the click tracking link and advertiser postback URL to complete this testing. 

You can get them in the Manage Offer > Select the Offer > Tracking Codes. 

2. Open Chrome Network Log: 

In Google Chrome, open a new tab or window. Then, right click anywhere on the page and 
select “Inspect” from the menu. In the window or pane that appears, select the Network tab and 
check the Preserve log box as shown below. 
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Now you can see values in the HTTP requests as they’re being passed from affiliate to network 
to the advertiser. 

3. Triggering Click: 

Paste the click tracking link from step 1 into the URL bar, then press Enter to trigger a 
click. Data transferred to or from your browser will appear in the Chrome tool. 

The log entries that appear trace the redirect path from the affiliate’s tracking system 
through your OffersHub tracking link to all advertiser URLs, until reaching the final 
landing page. 

4. Finding Click id: 

You need the click session’s transaction ID to fire the test postback, in the panel to the 
right of your selection, select the Headers tab. This tab shows fields and their values 
being passed through HTTP requests. 

The click ID can usually be found in a field labeled “cid”, like in the image below: 

Sometimes, the transaction ID will instead be in the entry above or below the “Name” 
entry selected in step 3. This is perfectly normal and is caused by the differences in 
affiliate interactions from network to network. 
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5. Fire Postback: 

In the advertiser postback URL from step 1, replace CLICK_ID with the click ID you 
found in step 4. Then, type or paste that URL in the destination bar and press Enter. 

This fires a test postback from your browser and creates a conversion. Based on the 
results, you’ll get one of the following responses: 

● “message : success” :  A successful conversion. 
● “message : unsuccessful” : A conversion rejected. 

If your conversion was successful, then it will appear in reporting tools shortly. Your 
offer is ready to launch. 

If your conversion was rejected, it may have an invalid, expired, or duplicate click ID. To 
resolve this issue, contact your advertiser to find out why the conversion was rejected. 

To view successful postback tests, go to Reports > Conversion Report and to check for 
errors from unsuccessful postback tests, go to Reports > Server Logs. 

Generate Click and Postback Tracking URLs/Pixels 
It is really simple to generate Click and Postback tracking URLs/Pixels using few quick steps as 
mentioned below; 

Click Tracking 
Click tracking URL is what you share with your publishers/affiliates in order to get traffic to your                 
offers. It is offer specific and mandatory to pass affiliate ID and offer ID with the URL parameters                  
in order to generate a valid click and redirect to advertiser’s landing URL. You can generate                
click tracking URLs by following the steps below.; 
 

1. Go to the offer you want to generate the click tracking urls for 
2. Click on “Tracking Codes” 
3. From the dropdown list, Select an affiliate. Once you do that, URL field will be 

automatically updated with parameters. 
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Add URL Parameters 
 
Other than the required parameters (‘aff_id’ and ‘offer_id)’, you can add additional parameters to              
your tracking URL which allow your affiliates to pass additional data to your system. For               
example, your affiliate can use “source” parameter to pass their sub affiliate IDs or traffic source                
names, so you and your affiliate can filter and see reports with those values. If your affiliate                 
want to pass their click id to us, they can use “aff_click_id” parameter. If your advertiser asked                 
you to send Google ad id to them, you can ask your affiliate pass it with “google_aid” parameter.                  
Likewise, OffersHub do support a big range of additional URL parameters. Please visit our              
Click Tracking URL Parameters page for the full list. 

 

Postback Tracking 
Postback tracking URL/Pixel is what you share with your advertiser in order to receive postback               
notifications to your system from theirs. OffersHub supports several types of postback tracking             
protocols as below; 
 

● Server Postback (S2S) URL [Recommended] 
Server postback URL is a URL you can obtain from your OffersHub dashboard which 
you can use to share with your advertiser to setup it on their servers/dashboard. This is 
the most popular and most secure way to receive postback from your advertiser. It’s 
required to pass click id we pass to your advertiser back to us using “clickid” parameter 
with postback URL in order to record a valid conversion. 

 

https://drive.google.com/a/offershub.com/open?id=1EDwwYqy1eCByZTh0xnYBbLpcnQlHyoE0DL4NiIgpUFQ
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In some cases, if your advertiser not support S2S postback option, you can use one of a 
method below. You can share the HTML code generated from one of these methods with your 
advertisers to include them in their web pages or apps. 

 
● iFrame Pixel 
● HTTPS iFrame Pixel 
● HTTP Image Pixel 
● HTTPS Image Pixel 

 
Generating a postback URL.  
 

4. Go to the offer you want to generate the postback tracking urls for 
5. Click on “Tracking Codes” 
6. Open “Advertiser Postback Tracking” tab 

 
Postback Tracking URL Parameters 
 
If you’re using S2S postback URL, it’s mandatory to pass “clickid” parameter with every              
postback. If the offer type is CPS (Cost per sale), then it’s mandatory to pass both “clickid” and                  
“amount” parameters. Other than that there's a bunch of optional parameters available to use              
depending on your use case. Please see “Postback URL Parameters” for a list of available               
parameters. 
 

Scheduling Changes 
Let’s assume that your advertiser going to change one of your offers status or payout tonight                
and you want to apply the same change in your system as well at the exact time. With                  
OffersHub, that’s possible with scheduling options provided including automatically notify your           
publishers about the change going to affect as well. 
 
Schedule an offer status change 
 

1. Go to the offer you want to schedule the status change 
2. Click on “Change Status” button 
3. On the dialog box, Select the new offer status, check on “Schedule Change” and then               

enter the date and time when you want to apply the change and click save. 
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Schedule an offer payout change 
 
PS: If you enabled tired payouts or offer events, payout update scheduling option is not               
available. 
 

1. Go to the offer you want to schedule the payout update 
2. Click on edit payouts 
3. Enter new payout and revenue amount, check on “Schedule Update” and enter the time 

and date when want to apply the change. Once done, click update.
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Advance Offer Targeting 
OffersHub allows you to define number of options as campaign targeting rules. Those rules will               
help you to filter unwanted traffic and inform your publishers that what kind of traffic your                
campaign is looking for. For example, You can define supported countries in the country              
targeting, so the tracking system will filter out all the traffic that coming from unsupported               
countries  and  your publisher will also know from which countries traffic they need to target.  
 

Geo Targeting 
 

 
 
In Geo targeting, you can define campaign supported or unsupported countries, regions/states            
and cities. OffersHub will block all the unsupported geo’s  traffic coming to this campaign. 
 

Device & Platform Targeting 
If your campaign targeting traffic/users from specific devices such as mobile, desktop, tablet,             
smart tvs, etc, you can define those here. You can also define which platforms (Eg: Android,                
iOS, windows..) are targeting with platform targeting option. 
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Browser Targeting 
In browser targeting, you can define which mobile or desktop browsers` users are targeted to               
specific campaign. 
 

Network/Carrier Targeting 
In network targeting, you can define which network types (Eg mobile data, WiFI, DSL..) are               
targeting and If you targeting specific Carriers/ISPs/Mobile Networks, you can define those in             
carrier targeting. Make sure to select campaign supported countries before define carrier            
targeting, so system can show the list of carriers from those countries to select. OffersHub will                
filter out all the traffic comes from unsupported carriers automatically. 
 

IP Filtering 
With IP filtering options, you can block or allow traffic to your campaign from list of IPs or IP                   
blocks. You can define up to 100 IPs or IP blocks here. 
 

Traffic Conditions 
In some cases, your advertisers might inform you to not to send traffic to their campaigns from                 
social networks ads or pop up ads. In some cases, you advertisers will ask you to send traffic                  
from some sources only, for example insent traffic in one of those. In such cases you can define                  
those traffic criterias in traffic conditions. So you publishers know which users they need to               
target and which no to. 
 

Demographic Targeting 
With demographic targeting you can define what kind of audience is targeting such as by age 
groups or gender. 
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Block/Filter Unwanted Traffic 
Block/Filter by Offer Targeting Rules 
In the previous section, we’ve discussed about how to define traffic targeting rules. In this               
section we will show you how to enable traffic filtering according to rules you’ve defined.  
 
By default, traffic filtering is not enabled for your offers. You can enable traffic filtering option                
when you creating an offer. If you already created the offer, you can enable it by editing the                  
offer.  
 

 
 
Once you enable this option for specific offer, all the unsupported traffic that getting to that offer,                 
for example if your offer is for the USA only and you publisher sent traffic from India, all those                   
traffic will not be redirected to the offer landing URL and instead it will be redirected to your                  
smart link or traffic fallback URL you provided in application settings.  
 
Block Traffic from Bots and Proxies 
By default OffersHub will block all the bots traffic receiving to your tracking endpoints. If you                
want to disable this behaviour, you can disable this option from your application settings. Proxy               
traffic filtering also available as an addon for all the OffersHub customers. Please contact              
support for more details. 
 

Manage Offer Categories 
Offer Categories helps you to organize your campaigns so that you, your team members and 
publishers can easily find offers they are looking for using category filters. You can also 
generate reports according to offer categories and analyze which offer categories works best for 
you and your publishers.  
 

To access offer categories, simply navigate to “Menu ‣ Offers ‣ Offer Categories”. There you 
can add new categories and remove existing categories. You can also see how much offers 
available under each category.  
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Manage Offer Creatives 
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Import & Sync Offers 
OffersHub lets you connect your dashboard with 1000s of advertisers and affiliate networks             
around the world with just a few clicks. Simply obtain your API credentials from your advertiser                
and put them in OffersHub. Once you successfully configured API details with us, you can               
browse all of the offers in their systems from your OffersHub dashboard and import them into                
your campaign list just by a click. 
 

 
 
Manage Sources 
In order to connect your OffersHub platform with your advertisers or other affiliate networks,              
You need obtain API credentials from them and configure your platform. In order to do that,                

Simply navigate to “ Offers ‣ Import Offers ‣ Import From 3rd Party” and select Manage                
Sources.  
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To add a new source, click on “Add new source”. On the add new source form, simply fill your                   
source data as below 
 
 

Field Required Description 

Name Yes Name of the source for your reference 

Tracking Provider Yes Select the tracking platform used by your 
advertiser or select your advertisers name. If 
you don’t know what platform to select, simply 
contact 24/7 chat support 

API Credentials Yes Enter API credentials you obtained from your 
advertiser such as API keys  

Advertiser Yes Select the local advertiser account you 
created for this advertiser 

Click ID Parameter Yes Select the click ID parameter from the list 
which advertisers use to track your click IDs 

Source Network`s Default 
Currency 
 

Yes Select your Advertisers Platform Currency 

Auto Sync 
 

Optional Enable or Disable Auto sync Offers List 

Revenue Share (% Amount) Yes Enter the % amount of revenue you sharing 
with publishers for this advertiser. For 
example, if you put 75% here and Advertiser 
provides you $1.00 per one conversion for one 
specific offer, System will set offer revenue as 
$1.00 and Payout as $0.75  

 
Once everything is filled, submit the form. System will take up to 60 minutes to show the offers                  
from your advertiser in offer explorer. 
 
Explore Offers of All of Your Advertisers in Once Page 
One of the amazing features that OffersHub offers you is you can browse most up to date list                  
offers from multiple sources from one page, compare, filter and import them into your network in                
just one click.  
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One Click Import 
Got an offer ID from your advertiser and just want to create it on your platform without filling a                   
long form? No problem, we got you. Just enter select your advertiser and enter the offer Id in                  
one click import dialog and create offers in seconds. 
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Import Offers From File 
Sometimes you may get into a situation that you want to create multiple offers at the same time                  
(10 or 50 may be?). In such situations, filling and submitting the offer creation form on                
dashboard can become so time consuming and boring. That’s why we have this “Import Offers               

From File” option for you. Simply navigate to “Offers ‣ Import Offers ‣ Import From File” and                 
download the excel file we provide. Simply fill the all of your offer data in the excel sheet and                   
upload it again. With this option, You can create upto 100 offers per one upload. 
 

Offer Payout Groups 
Sometimes simple, flat payout and revenue amounts may not be enough for you for some               
offers. What if you got to pay different payout amount by different countries, different devices,               
different affiliates or sub affiliates? In such cases you can use offer payout groups to define                
such amounts.  
 
Let's say you’ve an offer which looking for conversions from the United States, Canada and the                
United Kingdom. At the moment the advertiser pays the same amount $1.00 per conversions for               
all the countries.But today he informed you that now onward they only pay $0.90 for               
conversions coming from the United Kingdom while others stays the same as early. In that case,                
you can create an offer payout group to match conversions coming from United Kingdom which               
will apply newer revenue amount advertiser offers and newer payout amount we offer to              
affiliates. 
 
To create and Offer Payout Group for specific offer, Go to the offer and click on ‘Payout                 
Groups’. Once the payout groups page appears, you can click on “Create New” to create a new                 
payout group.  Now let's fill the form as below; 
 
 

Filed Description Example 

Group Name Give a nice name to your payout 
which makes you easy to understand 
what it does 

UK Traffic Payout 

Description A little description for your reference  

Applicable Affiliates Do you want to apply this payout 
group for specific list of affiliates or 
all?  

In our case it’s “All” 

Rules Rules let you define your filters. You In our case we want to pay 
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can define more than one rules here 
but no more than 10. To activate the 
offer group’s payout and revenue, all 
rules must me matched. 

different payouts for 
conversions from UK only. So 
we created a rule as below 
 

 

Group Priority If you going to define more than one 
group, you can define the group 
execute order here. Default is group 
created order  

Auto 

Status Group Status. If disabled, group 
payouts will not be applied. 

Enabled 

Payout & Revenue Define payout and revenue amount 
for this group. If nothing is filled in 
any field, default will be applied. 

Revenue: 0.90 
 
Payout: 0.70 

 
Now click save to save your group data. So now onwards, revenue $0.90 and Payout $0.70 will                 
be applied all conversions coming from UK for the specific offer. 

Block Affiliates/Sub Affiliate 
Sometimes you may want to block all the traffic getting to a specific offer from some affiliates                 
who send fraudulent or low quality traffic. In that case, you can use block affiliate/sub affiliates                
feature to block those. Other than that, you can also block traffic from sub affiliates (source id)                 
or other click url parameter you defined.  
 
Block Affiliates 
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In order to block an affiliate sending traffic to a specific offer, navigate to offer page and open 
‘Block/Allow’ affiliates tab. Then add the affiliates to the list using the ‘Block Affiliates’ dialog. 
 
Block Sub-Affiliates 

 
 
If you want to block traffic by sub affiliate (source id) or any other value passing with tracking url                   
(aff_sub1… 5), you can do that as well with OffersHub. Simply navigate to your offer page and                 
open ‘Block Sub-Affiliates’ tab. In the list select the parameter and value you want to block and                 
submit.  
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Control Offer Access 
OffersHub supports 3 types of offer visibility settings. They’re public, required approval and 
private.  
 
Public Offers 
 
If an offer visibility if ‘public’, all the affiliates can see the offer in their dashboards and send                  
traffic. If you want to hide these types of offers from specific affiliate or want to block traffic from                   
specific affiliate, you can do that with ̀Block Affiliates` feature available under offers. 
 
Required Approval Offers  
 
These types of offers are also visible to all affiliates on their dashboards but they can’t send                 
traffic unless offer is specifically approved. In such case your affiliates will see ‘Request              
Approval` button on their dashboards to send you offer access requests. Once an affiliate              
request to access an offer, we will notify their publisher manager on dashboard. So publisher               
manager can review the request and approve or decline. If the offer is approved OffersHub will                
notify the affiliate and they can start sending traffic. 
 
Private Offers 
 
Private offers are completely hidden to affiliates unless specifically it’s approved them. If you 
approved any of these types of offers using ‘Allo/Block Affiliates’ feature under offers, those 
affiliates can see this offer on their dashboards and send traffic.  
 

Manage Offer Landing Pages 
You can add more than one landing page for your offer. 
Once you are done creating an offer you can follow these steps, 
 

1. Select the offer you want to add more Landing pages to from “Manage Offers” 
2. Click on “Offer URLs” 
3. Then you can click on “Add URL” (Green box on your top right corner) 
4. Once the “New Offer URL” window is popped out you can put the name and the 

new landing page url and add Macros if needed. 
 
 

Conditional Redirecting for Landing Pages 
OffersHub do support rule base redirection for landing pages, in other words, let’s say your offer                
is supporting two countries which are US and AU. Advertiser might have two different landing               
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URLs for these countries and you want to redirect the visitor to correct landing URL according to                 
his/her country. In that case, you can define targeting rules for each of your landing pages.                
When OffersHub receives traffic to that offer, our system will find out the landing URL matches                
the visitor location, browser, etc and will redirect her/him to valid landing page. 
 
OffersHub let you define landing page targeting rules for following conditions. 

 
● Target Countries 
● Mobile Networks 
● Devices 
● Platforms 
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Offer Events/Goals 
Let’s say you’re promoting an android app campaign given by your advertiser. You will be paid                
for every new app installation by your advertiser and also another amount again when a new                
user signs up and again when they make an in app purchase. Say we call these steps as                  
events. So we can list down those events and payouts as mentioned below; 
 

Event Payout (USD) 

New installation $ 1.0 (CPA) 

New signup $ 4.0 (CPA) 

In app purchase 5% of the sale amount (CPS) 

 
So, instead of one conversion, this offer has many conversions according to the users actions. 
And we can record these conversions using the offer events feature. To do this,First you have to 
enable Goals/Events feature in your offer settings page, then save it and you will be able to see 
“Offer Events” tab on your offer page. Then you can do the following to add events for each 
step, 
 

1. Click on “Offer Events” from the second left menu. 
2. Click on “Add Goal” 
3. Fill the goal id and the name 
4. Select the “Revenue type” and the “Payout type” 
5. Fill in the amounts 
6. Click on Add. 

 
Once you are done creating the events and done defining the payout amounts, you can go to 
“Tracking codes” on the left menu and open “Advertiser Postback Tracking” tab. There you will 
be able to see that you can now generate a postback tracking URL/Pixel for each event of 
yours. All you have to do now is to share the postback tracking url/pixel with your advertiser to 
send the postback accordingly when each conversion event occurs . 
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Export Offers 
In case if you need to export an offer/ many or all the offers, you can simply select the offers you 
want to export and click on the small “Export button” right below the import/ create offer menu 
as shown below.  
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Manage Affiliates/Publishers 

Create Publisher/Affiliate Accounts 
You can start off by, 

1. Going to Affiliates > Manage Affiliates 
2. Click on “Create Affiliate”  
3. Fill in the information of the affiliate such as: Company Details, User Details. 

Company: Name of this publisher in your platform. Used in reporting and 
when displaying the publisher name throughout the platform. 
Address: Street address of contact for this partner. 
Phone: Phone number contact for this partner. 

4. Set a “Password” for your publisher/ affiliate to log in. 
5. Select the “Status” to “Active” 

Status: Account status of this publisher as it appears in your platform. 
Potential statuses are: 

■ Active: Publisher can log in and access offers they are 
approved for. They can perform any action for which they have 
permissions. 

■ Pending: Publisher has signed up for the network, but is 
awaiting approval from the network for access. They cannot log 
in or access any offers. 

6. After filling in all the information, you can click on the “Save” button, and the 
publisher/ affiliate will be created! 

7. But if the required information is not filled, the system will disable the “Save” 
button until you do so.  
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Setting up Custom Payouts & Caps 
If you want to pay a publisher some specific payout amount for some specific offer rather than                 
offer default payout or you want to add some publisher specific offer caps, you can do that with                  
OffersHub. You can set custom payouts and caps for publishers by following the steps below, 
 

1. Affiliates > Manage Affiliates 
2. Select /click on the Affiliate that you want to set up custom payouts to. 
3. Click on “Offer Payouts”  
4. Click on “Add” (green box on your right top corner) 
5. Select Offer: the offer that you want to set different payout 
6. Payout per Conversion: The payout you would like the affiliate to receive. 

Leave empty for default. 
7. Revenue per Conversion: The revenue you will receive.Leave empty for default. 
8. Click “Save” to finish the process and your new payout will be there. 
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Manager Publisher Permissions 
You can easily restrict or allow publishers permissions listed below by just toggling the button 
for the respective field using the steps given below, 

 
1. Affiliates > Manage Affiliates 
2. Select /click on the Affiliate that you want restrict or allow permissions to 
3. Click on “Permissions”  
4. Now you can toggle the permission you want to enable/disable for the relevant 

publisher. 
 

Permission Description 

Access Reports If disabled, publisher won’t able to access their reports 
using their dashboard or API 

Export Reports If disabled, publisher won’t able to export their reports 
using their dashboard or API 

Access Offers If disabled, publisher won’t able to access list of offers 
using their dashboard or API 

Make Offer Applications If disabled, publisher won’t able to send offer 
applications using their dashboard or API 

Access Smart Links If disabled, publisher won’t able to see smart links 
using their dashboard or API 

Access Billing If disabled, publisher won’t able to access billing profile 
or invoices using their dashboard or API 

Update Account/Billing Information If disabled, publisher won’t able to update their billing 
profile or account details using their dashboard or API 

Access API If disabled, publisher won’t able to see API access 
details on their dashboard and API access will be 
disabled. 

Manage postback URLs If disabled, publisher won’t able to see and add 
postback URLs from their dashboard or API 
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Payout Tiers 
Coming soon…. 

Referral Commissions 
OffersHub supports two types of referral commision calculators. 

1. Flat commision 
You will pay a one time pay to your publisher when they refer someone. 
 

2. Recurring commision  
You will pay a recurring % amount of commision to your publisher from their referrals 
earnings. 

Configure Affiliate Referral Commissions 
Go to Settings -> System Preferences -> Affiliate Settings 
 
Under the affiliate commissions section, You can enable/ disable “Referral 
Commissions”feature. 
 

● Change Commission Types 
○ Flat Amount - Give a fixed rate at once. 
○ Percentage Commission % - Give a percentage commission depending 

on the base field in the next option. 
● Base Field Types 

○ Profit 
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○ Revenue 
○ Payout 

● Rate - Depending on the commission type, if it’s a flat amount you can insert a 
currency value and if it’s a percentage commission you can insert a percentage 
value. 

 
 

 
 

See Referral List 
Visit Affiliates -> Referral List to see list of referrals. 
 

Obtain Referral URL 
To get a publisher referral URL that can be used to refer other publishers can be found in, 
Affiliate > Manage Affiliates > (Click on the name of the publisher that you want to get the link 
for) > Under account manager > Affiliate Referral URL 
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Manually assign referrals 
If in case if you need to manually select a referrer to a particular publisher/ affiliate, you can go 
to  
 
Affiliate > Manage Affiliates > (the name of the affiliate that you want to make changes for) > 
Edit ( on the second left menu) > Referred By ( You can select an affiliate from the drop down 
list) 
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Setup Custom Referral Commision Rates 
To set a custom Referral Commision rate to a particular publisher/ affiliate, you can go to  
Affiliate > Manage Affiliates > (the name of the affiliate that you want to make changes for) > 
Edit ( on the second left menu) > Referral Commission Rate ( Set custom from the drop down 
menu and fill in the options that pop out and click Update) 
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Publisher Billing 
 
 
 

Publisher Postback 
While working with publishers, you will usually need to send the postbacks to your publishers. 
To create a global postback for a publisher you can follow the steps below. 

*You can either send global postbacks to your publishers. 
*Or if needed you can even postbacks specific to certain offers. 

 
Affiliates > Postback Pixels > Click “Add Callback” button > Choose a certain Affiliate/ Publisher 
> Choose an offer > (If the offer has any kind of an Event/Goal, that could be selected as well) 
>Select a call back type (Server Postback S2S, iFrame/ Image Pixel)  
> If the callback type is (Server Postback S2S), then you have to type the postback URL/ If the 
callback type is (iFrame/ Image Pixel), then you have to type the Pixel HTML Code. 
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Configure Affiliate Features 
To configure Affiliate Features you can go to, 
 
Settings > System Preferences > Affiliate Settings > Edit  

 
 

Affiliate Sign Up Page 
Text Add custom message to show in affiliate sign up page. 

Auto Approve Affiliate 
Accounts 

When affiliate signup you can set the account as pending to verify by one of 
employee. 

Allow affiliate managers 
to approve pending 
accounts 

Allow affiliate managers to see pending accounts and assingn themselves as 
account manager. 

Affiliates multiple user 
accounts Allow affiliates to have multiple user accounts and manage them. 

Show Default Smart Link Show Default Smart Link to affiliates. 

Hide Offer Caps Hide offer caps to affiliates. 

Hide Sale Amount Hide Sale Amount of CPS campaigns from affiliate. 

Conversions Access Manage which type of conversions can affiliate see. 

Allow affiliate to Access Enable or disable access of OffersHub API to affiliates 
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OffersHub API 

Auto Approve Affiliate 
Postback Pixels/URLs 

Allow system to auto approve or set pending status until manual approve 
new postback pixels adding by affiliates. 

Affiliate Referrals 
Commissions Enable or Disable affiliate referal feature and referral commisions. 

Enable Affiliate Billing Enable affiliate billing features 

Affiliate Invoicing 
Frequency Affiliate Invoicing Frequency 

Auto Generate Invoices 
You can let OffersHub to generate invoices automatically end of each 
payment term. 

Available Payment 
Methods 

Manage payment methods. (Payoneer, Direct, PayTM (India), Skrill, ACH 
(Local Bank Transfer), BKash (Bangladesh), Rocket (Bangladesh), also you 
can request for a differnt/ new payment method if your preffered payment 
method is not available with us right now. 

Default Payment Method 

Default Payment Method. (Payoneer, Direct, PayTM (India), Skrill, ACH 
(Local Bank Transfer), BKash (Bangladesh), Rocket (Bangladesh), also you 
can request for a differnt/ new payment method if your preffered payment 
method is not available with us right now. 

Tax Deduction Rate % 
Setup % of tax rate to deduct from each invoice generate. Set 0 for no 
deduction 

Default Threshold 
The minum amount affiliate must earn to generate invoice. Set value 0 to 
generate invoice for any amount. 

 

Accessing Reports and Analytics 

Daily Report and Hourly Report 
This Report shows a snapshot of your daily performance for a given date range and hourly                
performance for a given date range. OffersHub provides 100+ custom data points and filtering              
options to customize this report and generate meaningful insights to optimize your network.  

Affiliates Report, Advertiser Report and Offers Reports 
This report shows you the current day’s conversions, clicks, payouts, revenue and related             
information broken down by affiliate, advertiser, and offer respectively by default. But you can              
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use report options to generate more advanced and meaningful reports with 100+ configure             
options we provide.  

Conversion Report 
This report gives you information for each conversion received, by default over the last day.               
Also this provides an extra feature to reject or approve conversions directly from the report               
results. You can use report options to generate more advanced and meaningful reports with              
100+ configure options we provide.  
 

 

Conversion Stat Report 
Conversion stat report provides you a summary report of conversions such as approved 
conversion, rejected conversions, etc. 
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Referral Commissions 
This report updates once a 6 hours which shows data regarding flat or recurring referral               
commissions to be paid. 
 

Referral Host Analytics 
This report shows data about traffic/impressions/conversions by referral websites and apps so 
you can use those insights to optimize your traffic. (Only available for Business Plan customers) 
 

Network Carrier Analytics 
This report shows data about traffic/impressions/conversions by mobile networks, ISPs, network 
types (wifi, mobile data..), so you can use those insights to optimize your traffic. (Only available 
for Business Plan customers) 
 

Device, Platform, Browser Analytics 
This report shows data about traffic/impressions/conversions by device types (mobile, desktop, 
tv..), platform/os, OS version, browser and browser versions, so you can use those insights to 
optimize your traffic. (Only available for Business Plan customers) 
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Generate Custom Reports and Save/ Export Reports 
Refer below to get an idea of how to generate custom reports and the options/ filters that are 
offered by offershub when you are generating custom reports as well as saving/exporting 
generated reports. 
 

 

Using Live Stats Monitor 
OffersHub let’s you to monitor all of your network stats in real time as the events happening. 
You can use this feature to optimize your campaigns and detect anomalies in real time. 
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Latest and Trending Event 
OffersHub gives you an overview of event logs as it happening. In event logs, you can find 
trending and latest events. 
 
Trending events are the most repeated events with number of repeated count, time of the first 
event occurrence and last event occurrence time, at the end of the day it’s simply an 
aggregated summary. 
 

 
 
Latest events are the most recent individual event logs. 
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Click Logs 
Click logs helps you to see your click data and keep track of them. To advance the                 
straightforwardness and the quality of your data, we give you an exportable click log records.               
These records give you data about every single click in your system so you can explore each                 
click your system receives. We also provide a number of reporting options to filter logs and find                 
exactly what you are looking for. 
 

 

Using Audit Logs 
As your network develops, the more individuals start to log into your system, making changes to 
settings, or changing contact information for publishers or changing billing info. With such a 
significant number of workers in your garden, it is very hard to keep up a firm outline of your 
whole system and you may end up considering, "Wait??, something changed?", "When did this 
happen?", and "Who changed it?". 
This component is helpful when you need to look back at what changes have happened and, 
maybe more importantly, which client made them. 
 
To access the audit logs, go to Event Logs > Audit Logs. 
 

Manage Advertisers 

Create Advertiser Account 
To create an advertiser in your system, go to Advertisers > Create Advertiser. On the page that 
appears,  

1. You can input all the necessary information to create an account for an 
advertiser. 
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2. Now you can fill the security settings where you can enable the postback security 
key and whitelist the IPs if needed. 

3. As for the final step, assign an account manager for the advertiser and set the 
account status to “Active” 

 

Once you are done creating the advertiser account successfully, you will be able to find the 
advertiser account in “Manager Advertiser” option below “Create Advertiser” option. There you 
can click on the advertisers name which will then take you to the advertisers details page where 
you can see and modify all the details if needed. 
 

Setting up Secure Postback  
As mentioned above you can set a secure postback by enabling postback security key and you 
can even whitelist the IPs if needed. 
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Advertiser Self service Dashboard 
OffersHub provides a very user friendly and a real time dashboards for advertisers. So your               
advertiser can see their campaign performance, and post/update offers without taking           
assistance from your team. 
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Manage Advertiser Permissions 
You can limit which features your advertisers can access from their self-service dashboard. We              
allow you to toggle permissions for advertisers very easily. Follow the steps below to setup               
permissions for advertiser accounts. 
 
Go to : Advertisers > Manage Advertisers > Click on the advertiser name you want make                
changes to > Click on “Account Permissions” > Now you can toggle the permissions listed on                
screen and click on “Update” to save the changes you made. 
 

 

General Guidance 

Using Smart Links 
OffersHub's unique AI-powered smart links feature allows you to generate maximum revenue by             
each click you receive by redirecting them to the most suitable and profitable offers with higher                
conversion rates. 
 
To create Smart Link, you can go to, Offers > Smart Groups 
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You will notice that there’s already a smart group existing named “Global SmartLink Group”, this 
group contains all the offers in your system.  
 
You can click on “Create New” to create a new smart group. You need to enter a name for the                    
group, a description (optional) and of course there’s an option for you to make the group private if in                   
case you don’t want your affiliates to see the group. 
 
Once the group has been set up and the offer/offers are added in the group, you can generate a                   
smart link as shown below by just clicking on the “Smart Link” icon to your relevant smart group                  
shown in green. 
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Once you select an affiliate, the smart link will be generated. You can also add additional                
parameters to smart link (same as click tracking URL parameters) which will be copied to offer                
tracking URL in redirection stage. 

Using Mailer Tool 
Having trouble promoting all those good fancy offers from your advertisers? Worry no more,              
using Offers hubs very own “Mailer Tool”, you can use this now to send emails in bulk to                  
affiliate/publisher, advertiser or employee users in your network.  

Requirements  
Before you start playing around with this you need to set up your custom email server. To setup                  
you can go to, Settings > System Preferences > Email > Click on Edit or just click on “Mailer”                   
from your left side menu. 
 
Select ‘Use Custom’ from the email server drop down and enter the required configuration              
details of your own server. 

 

Adjust Statics 
With OffersHubs “Adjust Statistics” tool, you and your team can easily edit stats in your network                
such as clicks, conversions. With this tool you can add or remove any measurement, and adjust                
the payouts accordingly. 
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Adjusting Clicks/ Conversions 
Clicks/ Conversion can be added in bulk by using this tool. You can specifically mention how                
many clicks or conversions you want to add or remove in here. 
 
First step to adjust clicks or conversions is to specify the date, offer, and if your offer has any                   
goals/ events then you also have to select the appropriate goal you want to adjust the stats for.                  
Then you can enter the number of conversions/ clicks you need to add or remove. Then you can                  
click “Next” button at the bottom which will take you to the “Review” page, once you have                 
reviewed all the fields are correct, then you can click “Confirm” button at the bottom. And you’ll                 
get a message on your right side upper corner which would display “Action Completed!”. 
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Tasks & Notifications 

Tasks 
This will be displayed on the top right corner, right next to notifications icon. 
Here you will be able to see all the pending tasks at a glance, just one click away including the 
number of tasks right next to the name of the task. 

Task Notifications 
● Pending Affiliates 
● Pending Advertisers 
● Pending Affiliate Pixels 
● Offer Applications 
● Postback Applications 
● Pending Creatives 

 

Notifications 
When dealing with an enormous group of affiliates, advertisers and employees, it can frequently              
be difficult to monitor all the activities in your platform. To help with the occasionally               
overpowering amount of data in your platform, we provide you with a notification system that               
automatically informs/ notifies you, your publishers, advertisers and other employees of relevant            
activities when it happens. 

Some Notification Types 
❏ New Publisher/ Advertiser Signup Alerts 
❏ Account Change Notification 
❏ Offer Application Awaiting Approval 
❏ Offer Status Change 
❏ Offer Expiration Approaching 
❏ Publisher/ Offer Conversion Caps 
❏ Publisher-Only Notifications 

❏ Invoice Paid 
❏ Approved for offer 
❏ The Payout of offer name has changed 
❏ Offer paused or schedule a change 

Fraud Detection 
OffersHubs built in fraud detection system continuously monitors each one of your conversions 
for fraud and it reports it back to you while blocking conversions with higher risk. Our AI  tools 
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continuously watches & learns about your traffic behaviors and block all the bots and fraud 
traffic accordingly. 
 
 

3rd Party Integrations 
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Macros and Parameters 
 
 

Landing URL Macros 
 

Parameter Description 

{click_id} Click Id (Required) 

{advertiser_id} Advertiser Id 

{url} Deep-link URL to Redirect  (As set by affiliate) 

{aff_sub1} Affiliate provided sub id 1 

{aff_sub2} Affiliate provided sub id 2 

{aff_sub3} Affiliate provided sub id 3 

{aff_sub4} Affiliate provided sub id 4 

{aff_sub5} Affiliate provided sub id 5 

{affiliate_id} Affiliate ID 

{source} Source Parameter (As set by affiliate) 

{country_code} ISO Alpha-2 Country code 

{date} UTC Date 

{datetime} UTC Date time string 

{device_id} Device ID 

{device_id_md5} Md5 encrypted device id 

{device_id_sha1} Sha1 encrypted device id 

{creative_id} Creative/banner id 

{ip} User IP 
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{offer_id} Offer ID 

{offer_name} Offer Name 

{target_id} OffersHub Offer Target ID 

{target_name} OffersHub Offer Target Name 

{params} Custom parameters 

{time} UTC, Unix timestamp 

{android_id} Android device ID 

{android_id_md5} MD5 encrypted Android device ID 

{android_id_sha1} Sha1 encrypted Android device ID 

{google_aid} Google advertising id 

{google_aid_md5} MD5 encrypted Google advertising id 

{google_aid_sha1} Sha1 encrypted Google advertising id 

{ios_ifa} Apple Identifier for Advertiser 

{ios_ifa_md5} MD5 encoded Apple Identifier for Advertiser 

{ios_ifa_sha1} sha1 encoded Apple Identifier for Advertiser 

{ios_ifv} Apple Identifier for Vendors 

{windows_aid} Windows advertising id 

{windows_aid_md5} MD5 encrypted Windows advertising id 

{windows_aid_sha1} Sha1 encrypted Windows advertising id 

{device_brand} Device brand (Ex: Samsung, Apple) 

{device_model} Device Model  

{device_os} Device OS 

{device_os_version} Device OS Version 

{mobile_network} Mobile network career 

{user_id} Custom User id 

{latitude} User location latitude 
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{longitude} User location longitude 

 
 
 

Postback URL Macros 
 

Parameter Description 

click_id Click ID 

event_id Event/Goal ID 

amount Sale amount. Required for CPS offers & 
can use with CPA+CPS offers. 

payout Affiliate payout for conversion. Works 
only if dynamic payouts enabled. Must 
pass with `revenue` parameter. 

revenue Revenue for conversion. Works only if 
dynamic payouts enabled. Must pass with 
`payout` parameter. 

offer_id Offer ID 

adv_id Advertiser ID. (Recommended) 

adv_key Advertiser security key. required if 
security enabled. 

adv_sub1 Advertiser Sub ID 1 

adv_sub2 Advertiser Sub ID 2 

adv_sub3 Advertiser Sub ID 3 

adv_sub4 Advertiser Sub ID 4 

adv_sub5 Advertiser Sub ID 5 

country_code ISO Alpha-2 Country code. 

longitude User's location longitude when user when 
conversion/goal happens. 
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latitude User's location latitude when user when 
conversion/goal happens. 

date Install/Event Date in format 
YYYY-MM-DD. 

datetime Install/Event Date & Time in format 
YYYY-MM-DD HH:ii:MM. 

device_id User's device identifier. 

android_id User's Android ID. 

android_id_md5 User's MD5 hash of Android identifier. 

android_id_sha1 User's SHA1 hash of Android identifier. 

mac_address Google advertising ID. 

mac_address_md5 MD5 encrypted Google advertising ID. 

mac_address_sha1 Sha1 encrypted Google advertising ID. 

ios_ifa User's iOS Identifier for Advertisers. 

ios_ifa_md5 User's MD5 hash of iOS Identifier for 
Advertisers. 

ios_ifa_sha1 User's SHA1 hash of iOS Identifier for 
Advertisers. 

ios_ifv User's Apple Identifier for Vendors. 

mobile_network User's Mobile Network Carrier. 

user_id Application-specific user identifier. 
 

Tracking URL Parameters 
 
Parameter Description 

aff_id Affiliate ID 

source Source ID. Max Length 20 Characters 

aff_sub Sub Affiliate ID. Max Length 50 Characters 
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aff_sub1 Affiliate Sub ID 1 

aff_sub2 Affiliate Sub ID 2 

aff_sub3 Affiliate Sub ID 3 

aff_sub4 Affiliate Sub ID 4 

aff_sub5 Affiliate Sub ID 5 

longitude User's location longitude. 

latitude User's location latitude. 

device_id User's device identifier. 

android_id User's Android ID. 

android_id_md5 User's MD5 hash of Android identifier. 

android_id_sha1 User's SHA1 hash of Android identifier. 

google_aid Google advertising ID. 

google_aid_md5 MD5 encrypted Google advertising ID. 

google_aid_sha1 Sha1 encrypted Google advertising ID. 

ios_ifa User's iOS Identifier for Advertisers. 

ios_ifa_md5 

User's MD5 hash of iOS Identifier for 
Advertisers. 

ios_ifa_sha1 

User's SHA1 hash of iOS Identifier for 
Advertisers. 

ios_ifv User's Apple Identifier for Vendors. 

windows_aid Windows advertising id. 

windows_aid_md5 

User's MD5 encrypted Windows 
advertising id. 
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windows_aid_sha1 

User's Sha1 encrypted Windows 
advertising id. 

user_id Application-specific user identifier. 
 
 

Accessing APIs 
This section is intended for developers who want to write applications that interacts with              
OffersHub.  
 
Before You Start: 
 

1.  You need a OffersHub partner/manager account. 
 

2.  Once you have an account, obtain an API key and your network id from the dashboard. 
 

3.  If your application will use any API methods that require user authorization, read the 
authentication guide to learn how to implement authorization. 
 

4.  Familiarize yourself with the core concepts of the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) 
data format. JSON is a common, language-independent data format that provides a 
simple text representation of arbitrary data structures. For more information, see 
json.org. 

OffersHub Partner API 
Visit OffersHub Partner API Documentation 

Publisher API 
Visit OffersHub Publisher API Documentation 

Advertiser API 
Visit OffersHub Advertiser API Documentation 
  

https://json.org/
https://docs.offershub.com/api-docs/partner-api/
https://docs.offershub.com/api-docs/affiliate-api/
https://docs.offershub.com/api-docs/advertiser-api/
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Configure Application 
 

 

Branding and Theming 
OffersHub is sold as a white label publisher/affiliate tracking solution. We provide you with the 
adaptability to alter/modify the interface in ways that mirror the style of your brand/network. You 
can even include your own logo, change colours and even use your own domain + SSL 
certificates for the application and tracking servers. 
 

Change System Timezone and Currency 

System Timezone 
You can change the system timezone by going to Settings > System Preferences > Platform 
Settings > Default Timezone. 

 
This is a very useful setting when it comes to looking at conversion and stat reports to check 
when clicks and conversions came in. The Data Audit Logs also use these values to determine 
when a setting is changed. 
 

Currency 
You can change the default currency by going to Settings > System Preferences > Currencies 
and Rates > You can click on “Make Default” button to make the relevant currency the default 
currency. Also OffersHub even supports adding currency types as well as cryptocurrencies. 

 

Setup an Email Server 
Want to send all the notifications and emails from your own email server? No problem, we 
provide option to setup then. Go to Settings -> Preferences -> Email Settings. There you can 
configure your email server with OffersHub and test connection. 
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To use Gmail as your SMTP server, first, you need to turn on the “Access for less secure apps” 
setting within your Gmail account. This allows external systems (such as OffersHub) to interface 
with your account. To learn more and change this setting, go to 
google.com/settings/security/lesssecureapps. 

If you see a notice that 2-Step Verification turned on and can’t use this setting, you need to 
generate an app-specific password to integrate with OffersHub. Do so by going to 
security.google.com/settings/security/apppasswords. 

Once you do whichever step is relevant to your Gmail account, fill in the Email Domain fields 
with: 

➔ SMTP Server: Use Custom 
➔ SMTP Host: smtp.gmail.com 
➔ SMTP Port: 465 
➔ Encryption Protocol: SSL 
➔ SMTP Username: your full email address, including “@gmail.com” or 

“@yourdomain.com” 
➔ SMTP Password: your Gmail password, or the app-specific password if 

you generated one 

 

https://www.google.com/settings/security/lesssecureapps
https://security.google.com/settings/security/apppasswords
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Custom Domains Setup 
You can Add/Change your own domains for dashboard and tracking with OffersHub by going to, 
 

Settings > System Preferences > Domains 

Dashboard Domain 
This allows you to host your publisher/affiliate network on a custom domain as you please. 
Example : affiliates.sample.com 
 
Before you start setup, you need to create a CNAME record from the DNS manager of 
your domain host. Your CNAME record value is “YOUR-NETWORK-ID.offershub.com”. 
Replace “YOUR-NETWORK-ID” with your OffersHub account id. 
 

Tracking Domain 
This allows you to host your offer tracking links on a custom domain as you please.  
Example : tracking.sample.com 
 
Before you start setup, you need to create a CNAME record from the DNS manager of 
your domain host. Your CNAME record value is “YOUR-NETWORK-ID.offershub.com”. 
Replace “YOUR-NETWORK-ID” with your OffersHub account id. 

Manage Team Members 
To manage your team members/ employees you can log in to your network, where you can view 
and manage all network employee/ team members accounts that have been created. 

 
Settings > Manage Employees 
 

Create Employee 
Once you are in the “Manage Employees” page you can click on “Create Employee” to create a 
new employee/ team member. You can fill in their user information as well as provide them with 
permissions as listed below in the screenshot. 
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Manage Currencies and Rates 
You can change the system currency by going to Settings > System Preferences > Currencies 
and Rates > You can click on “Make Default” button to make the relevant currency the system 
currency. Also OffersHub even supports adding currency types as well as cryptocurrencies. 

Setting up Sign-up Questions 
For the publisher and advertiser signup process, most of the time the usual filling out of the                 
company and user information is not sufficient enough info to consider the account as a solid                
publisher or an advertiser for your network. Therefore before the client finishes the signup              
process, it is usually best to have the account give out more data about what type of channels                  
they market to, their marketing experience and how much traffic they expect to send to your                
network. Advertisers can unveil what experience they have with performance marketing along            
with any data on how they intend to pay out for their offers, and so forth. 
 
You are able to add extra fields to your publisher and advertiser signup pages so that they are                  
able to provide this info along with anything else that you would want to know from them before                  
they get to your network. These fields can be very helpful when deciding to approve or reject an                  
account from your network. 
 
To get to this setting go to, 
 

Settings > System Preferences > Sign Up Questions. 
 
To add questions you can click on the “Create Question” button. 

Setting up Recaptcha 
 
 
 


